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Giving Birth in the Bathroom:
BMI will be transferred to KJRI’s shelter
BMI = Indonesian Migrant Worker
Indonesian Migrant Worker (BMI) from Tulungagung, initial WH, 27 years old, will be
transferred to HK-KJRI’s shelter from her employment agency’s dormitory once her baby is
released from the hospital. “I heard the agent say WH and her baby will be transferred to
KJRI’s shelter once the baby is released from hospital, they need to prepare document as
well,” Seli said, a friend of WH from same employment agency.
On Thursday (22/8/2013), WH gave birth in her employment agency’s dormitory
bathroom in Tin Hau. At that time WH felt hot so she took a bath at 3.00 am. WH just
poured a few scoops of water when she was startled by her baby’s head coming out from
her uterus.
WH and the baby were taken to Pamela Youde Eastern Hospital. The baby drank
amniotic fluid and was hospitalized for one week after its birth.
WH has been working as BMI for 1.5 years at Sham Shui Po. WH explained to SUARA
newspaper that the baby is her first child with a Pakistani male. In Indonesia her status is
married and she has a 5 year old daughter. “But my husband and I (in Indonesia) are already
separated, we are in the process of divorce,” WH said.
Kristina Zebua, Case Manager of PathFinders, Thursday (29/8/2013) said Hong Kong
government will assume father of the baby is WH’s legal husband. “In order to get a birth
certificate, the mother must provide her HKID, passport and marriage certificate,” according
to Kristina. Kristina gave advice to WH that she should explain clearly to Hong Kong
authorities for when she registers her birth certificate. By doing so, Kristina hoped that WH
will not encounter difficulties to process the documentation for her baby.
WH was supposed to go back to Indonesia on the same day when her baby was born
but she was forced to cancel her plan and stay in Hong Kong until legal documents for her
baby is ready. The baby needs Hong Kong birth certificate in order to process its travel
document.

